CRS-iEclat: Implementation of Critical Relative Support in iEclat Model for Rare Pattern Mining
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Abstract—The research purpose is to develop a performance enhancement in Incremental Eclat (iEclat) model by embedding Critical Relative Support (CRS) in mining of infrequent itemset. The CRS measure acts as an interestingness measure (filter) in iEclat model that comprises of i-Eclat-diffset algorithm, i-Eclat-sortdiffset algorithm and i-Eclat-postdiffset algorithm for infrequent (rare) itemset mining. The association rule is performed to reveal the relationships among itemsets in a transactional database. The task of association rule mining is to discover if there exist the frequent itemset or infrequent patterns in the database and if any, an interesting relationship between these frequent or infrequent itemsets can reveal a new pattern analysis for the future decision making. Regardless of frequent or infrequent itemsets, the persisting issues are deemed to execution time to display the rules and the highest memory consumption during mining process. CRS-iEclat engine is proposed to overcome the said issues. Prior to experimentation, results indicate that CRS-iEclat outperforms iEclat from 54% to 100% accuracy on execution time (ET) in selected database as to show the improvement of ET efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Association Rule is among the four (4) core domains in Data Mining. The rule or pattern generated determines the associations or similar structures among sets of items in the database transaction. Correlation or association allows the tendencies between one item and another item in one particular set of items in a typical dataset. The association rule implementation can be seen in market basket analysis to predict the potential item buying by customers, remedial medications for no vaccine disease, biological cells actions that constitutes to certain disease symptoms, offering banking or retail services [1-2]. There are two categories of item i.e. Frequent itemset (frequent occurring) and infrequent (rare occurring) itemset. Main contribution of frequent itemset is finding frequent correlation of items that constitutes to certain pattern in database transactions while infrequent itemset is finding the contradiction or peculiar or rare pattern. To determine either the itemset is frequent or infrequent, one threshold value must be set that is called minimum support (min_supp) or the maximum support (max_supp) where these values are pre-defined user settings. When the itemset is above min_supp, then it is considered as frequent itemset and vice versa. While frequent itemset discovers the normal operations i.e. buying types or disease occurrences, the rare itemset in contrast finds abnormal and peculiar association and correlation of abnormal itemsets. This abnormal consolidation may discover hidden or new findings that require for further attention by domain experts. Further investigation of the rare patterns generated would provide solutions for a significant difficulty through formulation in association rule mining algorithms. Setting of rare patterns depending upon certain predefined threshold value considering on lower than minimum occurrences of the itemsets from database transactions.

The rest of the sections are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the previous literatures, Section 3 illustrates the Eclat basic principles, Section 4 explains the design of iEclat model. Next Section 5 prescribes the experimentation settings while Section 6 discusses on the results achieved. Section 7 summarizes the conclusions as well as future recommendations.

II. RELATED WORK

Regardless either mining data via frequent or infrequent association, the critical issues still remains on memory space consumption and data storage capacity [3-5]. To reduce memory and data consumption during mining process, the previous researches have made effort on the 2 searching strategy i.e. horizontal database record or breadth first searching [6] and vertical database record [7-8] or depth first searching. When the horizontal record drawback issues are subjected to storage and memory, thus contemporary works are then utilized on the vertical database for rules mining algorithms that are proposed in [8-10]. In ARM, the so-called state-of-the-art frequent/infrequent models are Apriori [1, 6] underlying on horizontal records. Meanwhile Eclat [9] and FP-Growth [14] are vertical database records practitioners.
To the best of our knowledge, Equivalent Class Transformation (Eclat) algorithm [8] outperforms because of its ‘fast’ intersection of its transaction-id-list to determine the minimum or maximum support threshold [9, 14]. The Eclat followers and the invariants are [9-13], [15-20], [22] and [26].

In response to its simple and quick method in finding the threshold value as the interestingness measure in mining, we have done an improvement in original Eclat where we have proposed Incremental Eclat (iEclat) model in our previous work [20], [22] and [26]. To continue, this research presents a deployment of Critical Relative Support (CRS) as the interestingness measure or filtering or pruning method in our Incremental Eclat (iEclat) model. Our proposed solution, CRS-iEclat algorithm is used in selected dense dataset to improve the performance of execution time.

III. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ECLAT

Eclat works in two-steps i.e. first, generate candidate itemsets during intersecting and second is pruning. In step 1, each i-itemset candidate is generated by (i-1)-itemset and the number of frequency occurrences (support) are calculated. If the support < threshold, then pruning/removing it, if not, then is frequent itemsets later is set to generate (i+1)-itemset. Because of its depth first searching, start with the frequent items in the item base 1-itemset, then move to 2-itemset, next is 3-itemset and continues until all the depths of itemset trees are visited. The four algorithms underlying in i-Eclat model are tidset [9], diffset [9], sortdiffset [12] and postdiffset [20, 22, 26].

A. Original Eclat (tidset)

The i-itemset formulates when joining of (i-1)-itemset which have similar (i-2)-itemset, both (i-1)-itemsets are named as superclass itemsets of the i-itemset. Let \{\}, \{ab\} and \{ac\} are superclass of \{abc\}. To get rid of duplication, (i-1)-itemset are arranged in some order. For example, itemset \{a, b, c, d, e\} are arranged into alphabet order. Finding all 2-itemsets, items \{a\} is joined with \{b,c,d,e\} resulting into \{ab, ac, ad, ae\} then for the union of \{b\} with \{c,d,e\} resulting in \{bc, bd, be\}, similarly for \{c\} and \{d\}. Lastly, all candidate of 2-itemsets \{ab, ac, ad, ae, bc, bd, be, cd, ce, de\} are formulated that later used for formulation of 3-itemsets. The union process continues to the higher depths of itemset trees and finish when all items in the itemsets are visited. These operations are illustrated in Fig. 1.

B. Eclat (diffset)

The dEclat (where d stands for different set or diffset) as referred in [9] is the process of finding the different in prefix items among 2 tidsets (tid of itemsets and its prefix). When finding prefix items that differs, the matching correlation (cardinality) of itemsets is lesser and fasten the intersecting process and reduce memory consumption because candidate itemsets is vastly reduced. Let equivalence class with prefix F contains the itemsets X and Y [7]. Let t(X) to be the tidset of X while d(X) to be the diffset of X. In tidset, t(FX) and t(FY) are formed in the equivalence class and to obtain t(FXY). When we check the matching correlation of t(FX)∩t(FY) = t(FXY). Much simpler in diffset where we formulate d(FX) instead of t(FX) and d(FX) = t(F) – t(X), the set of tids in t(F) but not in t(X). Then it results in d(FY) = t(F) – t(Y). Hence, the frequency occurrences (support) of FX does not constitute to diffset size. Refer to diffset process illustration in Fig. 2.

C. Sortdiffset Algorithm

Diffset sorting [12] tries to improve dEclat [9] during intersecting process. Sorting takes place where switching is done to the itemsets. But during switching, it happens when certain tidsets are not eligible for the switching condition, thus instead of diffset, but these tidsets remains. For example, if the equivalence class with prefix E consisting of itemsets Xi, intersection of EXi with all EXj with i≠i is processed to achieve a new prefix EXi class and itemsets XiXj. EXi and EXj potential to be found in either tidset format or diffset format. If EXi is in diffset format and EXj is in tidset format, the d(EXi)∩t(EXj) = d(EXiXj). Relatively for each itemset, tidset format must appear before diffset format in the order of their equivalence class according to Sortdiffset algorithm.

D. Postdiffset Algorithm

Postdiffset [20, 26-27] is proposed to answer the suggestion that is made in [12] to use tidset format in the first level of looping for sparse database and later switch to diffset format. The second level onwards of looping is done in diffset (difference intersection set) between i-th column and i+1-th column before saving to database. For the first level looping, Xi ∩ Xj is performed while in second level looping, only candidates itemsets that differ in Xi is considered in differentiating process of Xi – Xj. From Fig. 3, the min support value is given in percentage of min support value over 100 and multiplies with total of transaction records of each dataset. If the min supp is lower, then it is set to be rare itemsets and vice versa. Next, in the first loop, if the itemset support >= to min_support (that is set), then, tidset
takes place in first looping and follows by diffset process in the second looping onwards between \( i \)th column and \( i+1 \)th column before saving it to database.

![Postdiffset Pseudocode](image)

Critical Relative Support (CRS) is designed by [20] as a measurement to mine the critical least association rules. The range of CRS is between 0 and 1. The value that is mostly reached 1 is considered to be the most significant and critical rule. CRS value plays around between 2 threshold value (i.e. lowest support, \( \alpha \) and highest support, \( \beta \)). Detail explanation of CRS is given in Definition 13.

IV. DESIGN OF iECLAT MODEL

A. Incremental Eclat (iEclat)

To improve performance and accuracy of itemset mining, recent researches are focus towards parallel and incremental mining approach [21-23]. Incremental mining in a dynamic database is established with regards to the itemsets or records of transaction [24-25]. Incremental in itemsets means an additional of new items being added or deleted to the existing itemsets in database whereas incremental in records of transaction means the additional transactions to the existing database transaction. The basic definitions of incremental mining concept are as follows:

Definition 1: (Incremental Database). Given a transaction itemset, \( T \), and database, \( D \) and a sequence \( \alpha \). The support of \( D \) is denoted by \( \text{support}_D(\alpha) \) is the frequency of items in \( D \). When new data, \( \delta \) is to be added to database \( D \). Then \( D \) is said to be original database and \( \delta \) is the incremental database. The updated database is denoted by \( (D + \delta) \).

Definition 2: (Incremental Records and Itemsets Discovery Problem). Given an original database \( D \) and a new increment to the \( D \) which is \( \delta \), for all frequent itemsets in database \( (D + \delta) \) with minimum possible recomputation and I/O overheads. The length of frequent itemsets in the updated database \( (D + \delta) \) is called Incremental Records.

B. Critical Relative Support in i-Eclat

In this phase, a CRS-iEclat model is designed. First step is to design a base model in vertical approach of infrequent pattern models such as CRS in iEclat-diffset, CRS in iEclat-sortdiffset and CRS in iEclat-postdiffset. The enhancement of iEclat algorithm is required to suit for infrequent pattern mining. The completion of these steps produces an enhancement of iEclat model called as CRS-iEclat-diffset, CRS-iEclat-sortdiffset and CRS-iEclat-postdiffset format.

The outcomes are first, the embedded CRS definition in iEclat algorithm, second is the completion of incremental algorithm in CRS-iEclat-diffset, CRS-iEclat-sortdiffset and CRS-iEclat-postdiffset. Third, the completion of all artefact’s compilation in the proposed hybrid algorithms.

Definition 3: (Least Items). An itemset \( X \) is called least item if \( (a \Leftarrow sup(X) \Leftarrow b) \) where \( a \) and \( b \) is the lowest and highest support, respectively. The set of least item is denoted as:

\[
\text{Least Items} = \{ X \in I \mid a \Leftarrow sup(X) \Leftarrow b \}
\]

Definition 4: (Infrequent Items). An itemset \( X \) is called infrequent item if \( (sup(X) \Leftarrow b) \) where \( b \) is the highest support. The set of infrequent item is denoted as:

\[
\text{Infrequent Items} = \{ X \in I \mid sup(X) \Leftarrow b \}
\]

Definition 5: (Critical Relative Support). A CRS is a maximum of relative frequency among itemset and their Jaccard similarity coefficient. The value of Critical Relative Support denoted as CRS and.

\[
\text{CRS} = \max\{(sup(A)/sup(B)), ((sup(A \rightarrow B))/(sup(A) + sup(B) - sup(A \rightarrow B)))\}
\]

The CRS value is ranging from 0 to 1, getting the results of multiplication of the highest value either antecedent support and divide by the consequence or otherwise with their Jaccard similarity coefficient. The measurement value refers to the level of CRS between combination of both the Least Items and Infrequent Items to be set as antecedent or consequence.

The architecture of CRS-iEclat is diagrammed in Fig. 4. From all infrequent items will be passed to the first pruning process, geteway G1. G1 is set with the CRS value. To set G1, total transaction records are scanned to be multiplied with the percentage of user-specified relative value of min sup, max sup and min_conf (minimum confidence) value. Once the value is obtained, only candidate of infrequent itemsets that passed the G1 value will be processed either through Eclat-tidset, Eclat-diffset, Eclat-sortdiffset or Eclat-postdiffset algorithms in Eclat engine. Second pruning process, geteway G2 takes place. Geteway G2 plays an important role in each itemset prior to generating frequent association rules where, filtered infrequent itemset is written to text file. Candidate itemsset are directed to hard disk storage, so that the resource of memory storage is automatically reduced to enable the processing and executing of full datasets.

![CRS-iEclat Architecture](image)
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

A. Setup

In this phase, the proposed hybrid model will be implemented by converting all algorithms, data structures and measures into PHP-MySQL programming in a relational database management system (RDBMS) platform. The outcome is the completion of the workable prototype to mine infrequent AR.

B. Dataset

The retrieval of benchmark datasets is obtained from (Goethals, 2003) in a *.dat file format. The two (2) category of datasets are dense (i.e. a dimension with a high probability that one or more data points is occupied in every combination of dimensions) and sparse (i.e. a dimension with a low percentage of available data positions filled). The datasets descriptions are illustrated in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>lists the chess end game positions for king vs. King and rook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushroom</td>
<td>contains different attributes of 23 species of gilled mushrooms in the Agaricus and Lepiota family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The category of datasets is dense (i.e. a dimension with a high probability that one or more data points are occupied in every combination of dimensions). The overall characteristics of benchmark datasets is tabulated in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>#Size (KB)</th>
<th>#Length (attribute)</th>
<th>#Item</th>
<th>#Records (transaction)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3196</td>
<td>Dense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushroom</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>8124</td>
<td>Dense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Performance of two dense datasets are measured based upon the formula in (1). The example of percentage of reduction ratio of execution time (ET) in B as compared to execution time (ET) in A is calculated based on (1) that determines the outperform percentage of B.

\[
\frac{\text{(ET in A)}-\text{(ET in B)}}{\text{ET in A}} \times 100 = \frac{2\text{ET in } B}{\text{ET in } A} \cdot 100
\]

We reveals the experimentation with only taking 50% min supp threshold for iEclat engine whereas in CRS-iEclat, we take 30%, 40% and 50% of min_supp, min_conf and max_supp value respectively that we have tested for only 3 algorithms which are diffset, sortdiffset and postdiffset algorithms since tidset algorithms consistently to response in highest execution time both in iEclat as well as CRS-iEclat engine. Fig. 5 plots the graph of full chess dataset running in iEclat algorithm and the proposed CRS-iEclat algorithm. The CRS-iEclat outperforms iEclat engine in chess for diffset with 99% while in sortdiffset and postdiffset it shows 100% outperformance towards lesser execution time. Meanwhile, CRS-iEclat outperforms iEclat in diffset, sortdiffset and postdiffset with 54%, 66% and 79% respectively for mushroom dataset.

VII. CONCLUSION

The research proves that the more increment in itemset (column) resulting in the more usage of memory as compared to the increment of records of transaction. This is due to the increment of itemsets produces the higher cardinality of intersection between each item that needs to be conducted in vertical mining. That is why the much higher execution time can be seen in chess despite mushroom dataset. Our work also confirmed that when CRS measure is adopted in the filtering of support-confidence of our iEclat model, the execution time has drastically reduced. Either iEclat or CRS-iEclat engine, the performance of both engines is actually depending upon the nature of dataset itself when testing in diffset, sortdiffset and postdiffset algorithms. However, both engines conform that among these three algorithms, postdiffset outperforms other two algorithms by certain order of magnitude in all selected datasets. This research has proved that with CRS used as the value-added interestingness measure and filtering (pruning) in original iEclat engine, the performance is significantly improved in mining of infrequent itemsets. For our future work, the remaining test would undertake other FIMI dense datasets such as connect and pumbstar or sparse datasets such as retail or T10I4D100K to observe the performance of CRS-iEclat algorithm. The consistency of results obtained is important in determining the robustness of this model in mining process.
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